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In this work we present theory and implementation for a discrete reaction field model within Density
Functional Theory ~DFT! for studying solvent effects on molecules. The model combines a quantum
mechanical ~QM! description of the solute and a classical description of the solvent molecules
~MM!. The solvent molecules are modeled by point charges representing the permanent electronic
charge distribution, and distributed polarizabilities for describing the solvent polarization arising
from many-body interactions. The QM/MM interactions are introduced into the Kohn–Sham
equations, thereby allowing for the solute to be polarized by the solvent and vice versa. Here we
present some initial results for water in aqueous solution. It is found that the inclusion of solvent
polarization is essential for an accurate description of dipole and quadrupole moments in the liquid
phase. We find a very good agreement between the liquid phase dipole and quadrupole moments
obtained using the Local Density Approximation and results obtained with a similar model at the
Coupled Cluster Singles and Doubles level of theory using the same water cluster structure. The
influence of basis set and exchange correlation functional on the liquid phase properties was
investigated and indicates that for an accurate description of the liquid phase properties using DFT
a good description of the gas phase dipole moment and molecular polarizability are also needed.
© 2003 American Institute of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1527010#
I. INTRODUCTION
An interesting theoretical problem is the modeling of
molecular properties in the condensed phase. In general, the
interactions with the solvent changes the molecular proper-
ties considerably when compared with the gas phase. From a
quantum chemical point of view the focus is on a single
molecule ~or a molecular system! and the solvent effects are
treated as perturbations of the molecular system. The mo-
lecular system of interest is then treated with a quantum me-
chanical method and the rest of the system is treated by a
much simpler method, usually a classical description.1–15
The methods used for the classical description of the
solvent can in general be divided into two groups depending
on the detail in which the solvent are considered. The first
group of methods are the so-called continuum models1–3 in
which the solvent is treated as a continuous medium charac-
terized by its macroscopic dielectric constants. The con-
tinuum models have become a standard approach for model-
ing solvent effects on molecular properties within
computational chemistry and are very efficient models. How-
ever, in the continuum model the explicit microscopic struc-
ture of the solvent are neglected and therefore provides a
poor description of the short range interactions. Also, the
results are affected by the choice of the radius and shape of
the cavity in which the solute is embedded into.16 The second
group of methods can be characterized as discrete solvent
methods where one or more solvent molecules are treated
explicitly. Among these methods are the supermolecular
model,17 frozen density functional approach,18 ab initio mo-
lecular dynamics ~MD!,19 and the combined quantum me-
chanical and classical mechanical models ~QM/MM!.4–15 In
both the supermolecular models and in ab initio MD models
all molecules are treated at the same level of theory. This
gives a highly accurate description of the solvent–solute in-
teraction but due to the high computational demand only a
few solvent molecules can be included. A problem of these
types of models is that there is no unique way of defining
properties of the individual molecules.20–22 The definition of
the molecular properties require an arbitrary partitioning of
the wave function or the electronic charge density among the
molecules much in the same way as defining atomic charges.
The molecular properties will depend on the particular parti-
tioning scheme employed as shown in an ab initio MD
study20 of ice Ih, where it was found that the average dipole
moment ranges from 2.3 to 3.1 D depending on which par-
titioning scheme used.
In the QM/MM methods4–15 the system is divided into a
quantum mechanical part, the solute, and a classical part, the
solvent, and the interaction between the two subsystems are
described with an effective operator. The solvent molecules
are then treated with a classical force field and the method
therefore allows for a greater number of solvent molecules to
be included. Like in the continuum model the solute is sepa-
rated from the solvent molecules and the molecular proper-
ties of the solute are therefore well defined. The remaining
problem is finding an accurate approximate representation of
the solvent molecules and the solute–solvent interactions.23
The discrete representation of the solvent molecules intro-
duces a large number of solvent configurations over which
the solute properties must be averaged. This is typically done
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using Monte Carlo or MD techniques which lead to a large
number of quantum mechanical calculations. For this reason
the QM/MM method is often employed at a semiempirical
level of theory.14
The force field used in the QM/MM methods are typi-
cally adopted from fully classical force fields. While this in
general is suitable for the solvent–solvent interactions it is
not clear how to model the van der Waals interaction be-
tween the solute and the solvent.24 The van der Waals inter-
actions are typically treated as a Lennard-Jones ~LJ! potential
and the LJ parameters for the quantum atoms are then taken
from the classical force field or optimized to the particular
QM/MM method25 for some molecular complexes. However,
it is not certain that optimizing the parameters on small com-
plexes will improve the results in a QM/MM simulation24 of
a liquid.
In recent years the classical force fields have been im-
proved in order to also describe the polarization of the
molecules.26–33 The polarization of the classical molecules
has also been included in QM/MM studies4,5,34–40 and shown
that it is important to consider also the polarization of the
solvent molecules. Since the inclusion of the solvent polar-
ization leads to an increase in computational time most stud-
ies ignore this contribution and use the more simple pair
potentials. When the solvent polarization is included it is
usually treated using either an isotropic molecular po-
larizability35,39 or using distributed atomic polariz-
abilities34,37,38,40 according to the Applequist scheme.41 At
short distances the Applequist scheme leads to the so-called
‘‘polarizability catastrophy’’41–43 due to the use of a classical
description in the bonding region. Thole43 avoided this prob-
lem by introducing smeared out dipoles which mimics the
overlapping of the charges distributions at short distances.
Thole’s model has been shown to be quite successful in re-
producing the molecular polarizability tensor using model
atomic polarizability parameters independent of the chemical
environment of the atoms.43–45 This model is used in the
Direct Reaction Field model5,11 which is an ab initio
QM/MM model. However, so far the inclusion of solvent
polarization using Thole’s model has not been considered
within a Density Functional Theory ~DFT! approach.
Therefore, in this work we present an implementation of
a QM/MM-type model for the study of solvation effect on
molecules within DFT. The model will be denoted the Dis-
crete Reaction Field ~DRF! model. In the DRF model the
discrete solvent molecules are represented by distributed
atomic point charges and polarizabilities. The inclusion of
atomic polarizabilities following Thole’s model allows also
for the solvent molecules to be polarized. The QM/MM in-
teractions are collected into an effective operator which is
introduced directly into the Kohn–Sham equations. We will
ignore the van der Waals interactions since we adopt super-
molecular cluster obtained separately from a MD simulation
and the structure is kept fixed during the QM/MM calcula-
tions. Therefore, the van der Waals contribution to the energy
is a constant independent of the quantum part and can be
obtained directly from the MD simulation.
As an initial application we will present dipole and
quadrupole moments of water in aqueous solution with focus
on choosing the atomic point charges, atomic polarizabilities,
basis set and exchange-correlation ~xc! potentials.
II. THEORY
In the QM/MM method the total ~effective! Hamiltonian
for the system is written as4–15
Hˆ 5Hˆ QM1Hˆ QM/MM1Hˆ MM , ~1!
where Hˆ QM is the quantum mechanical Hamiltonian for the
solute, Hˆ QM/MM describes the interactions between solute and
solvent, and Hˆ MM describes the solvent–solvent interactions.
In this work we focus on the description of the quantum part
in the presence of a solvent. The solute–solvent interactions
are therefore introduced into the vacuum Hamiltonian as an
effective operator which are described in more details in the
next section.
A. The discrete reaction field operator





where the first term, yel, is the electrostatic operator and
describes the Coulombic interaction between the QM system
and the permanent charge distribution of the solvent mol-
ecules. The second term, ypol, is the polarization operator and
describes the many-body polarization of the solvent mol-
ecules, i.e., the change in the charge distribution of the sol-
vent molecules due to interaction with the QM part and other
solvent molecules. The charge distribution of the solvent is
represented by atomic point charges, hence the electrostatic










where the zeroth order interaction tensor has been introduced
and the index s runs over all atoms of the solvent molecules.
In general the interaction tensor to a given order, n, can be
written as
Tpq ,a1, . . . ,an
(n) 5„pq ,a1 . . . „pq ,anS 1RpqD , ~4!
where Rpq is the distance between the interacting entities.
The many-body polarization term is represented by in-
duced atomic dipoles at the solvent molecules and the polar-












where Rsi ,a is a component of the distance vector and ms
ind is
the induced dipole at site s. For Greek indices the Einstein
summation convention is employed. The induced dipoles are
discussed in more detail in the next section.
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B. The atomic induced dipoles
For a collection of atomic polarizabilities in an electric
field, assuming linear response, the induced atomic dipole at
site s is given by
ms ,a
ind 5as ,abS Fs ,binit 1(
tÞs
Tst ,bg
(2) m t ,g
indD , ~6!
where aa ,ab is a component of the atomic polarizability ten-
sor at site s, which for an isotropic atom gives as ,ab
5dabas . Fs ,b
init is the initial electric field at site s and the last
term is the electric field from the other induced dipoles. The
dipole interaction tensor, Tst ,ab
(2)

















QM,el is the field arising from the electronic charge
distribution of the QM part,
Ft ,b
QM,el52E r~ri!Rit ,bRit3 dri5E r~ri!Tit ,b(1) dri ~9!
and Ft ,b
























The prime in Eq. ~11! indicates that the sum is restricted to
sites which do not belong to the same molecule. Since the
induced dipole in Eq. ~6! depends on the induced dipoles at
the other sites these equations have to be solved self-
consistently. This can be done analytically by rewriting the
equations into a 3N33N linear matrix equation, with N the
number of atoms, as
Am ind5F init ~12!




This matrix equation can then be solved for the induced di-
poles using standard mathematical tools for solving linear
equations. The inverse of the matrix A, the so called relay
matrix, is a generalized polarizability matrix which describes
the total linear response of the discrete solvent molecules.
C. Damping of the induced dipoles
If F init is an uniform external field the polarizability of





Bpq ,ab , ~14!
where B is the relay matrix defined in a supermatrix notation
as
B5A215~a212T(2)!21. ~15!
The polarizability parallel, a i , and perpendicular, a’ , to the
axes connecting two interacting atoms, p and q, are given by










From Eqs. ~16! and ~17! it is seen that when r approaches
(4apaq)1/6, a i goes to infinity and becomes negative for
even shorter distances. In order to avoid this ‘‘polarizability
catastrophe’’ Thole43 modified the dipole interaction tensor
using smeared-out dipoles. The dipole interaction tensor was
first rewritten in terms of a reduced distance upq ,b









where f(upq) is a spherically symmetric potential of some
model charge distribution r . The screened dipole interaction
tensor can be written as
Tpq ,ab
(2) 5






where the damping functions f pqT and f pqE have been intro-
duced. If we consider a exponential decaying charge distri-
bution the screening functions in Eq. ~19! are given by44
f pgE 512@11spq1 12 spq2 #exp~2spq!
and
f pgT 5 f pgE 2 16 spq3 exp~2spq!, ~20!
where the term spq is give by spq5aRpq /(apaq)1/6, with a
the screening length, and ap the atomic polarizability of
atom p.
D. The QMÕMM interaction energy
The QM/MM interaction energy is given by a sum of
three terms,
EQM/MM5Eelst ,el1Eelst ,nuc1E ind, ~21!
where the first two terms are the electrostatic interaction be-
tween the QM electrons and the classical point charges
Eelst ,el52(
s
qsE r~ri! 1Ris dri ~22!
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respectively.
The last term is the induction energy and is given by26,46
E ind52 12 m indFQM, ~24!
where FQM is the electric field arising from the QM system,
i.e., the field from the QM electrons and nuclei. The induc-
tion energy consist of the sum of the energy of the induced
dipoles in the electric field and the polarization cost, i.e., the
energy needed for creating the induced dipoles.
E. The effective Kohn–Sham equations
The effective Kohn–Sham ~KS! equations which has to
be solved for the combined QM/MM system is given by
hKSf i~r !5e if i~r !, ~25!
where hKS is the effective KS-operator and f i is the KS
orbital with energy e i . The effective KS-operator consists of
the sum of the vacuum operator, hKS
0
, and the reaction field
operator, yDRF, with the vacuum KS-operator given as
hKS
0 52 12 „















where the individual terms in the vacuum operator are the
kinetic operator, the nuclear potential, the Coulomb potential
~or Hartree potential!, and the xc-potential, respectively. The
DRF model has been implemented into a local version of
the AMSTERDAM DENSITY FUNCTIONAL ~ADF! program
package.47,48 In the ADF the KS equations are solved by nu-
merical integration which means that the effective KS-
operator has to be evaluated in each integration point. Since
the numerical integration grid is chosen on the basis of the
quantum part alone care must be taken when evaluating the
DRF operator if the integration points are close to a classical
atom. In order to avoid numerical instabilities we introduce a
damping of the operator at small distances which is modeled
by modifying the distance Ri j to obtain a scaled distance
Si j ,49
Si j5v i jRi j5 f ~Ri j!, ~28!
where v i j is a scaling factor and f (Ri j) an appropriately
chosen function of Ri j . Furthermore, each component of Ri j
is also scaled by v i j , so the reduced distance becomes,
Si j5ASi j ,aSi j ,a5v i jARi j ,aRi j ,a5v i jRi j , ~29!
consistent with the definition in Eq. ~28!. The damped opera-
tor can thus be obtained by modifying the interaction tensors
in Eqs. ~3! and ~5!,
Ti j ,a1 , . . . ,an
(n) 5„a1{{{„anS 1Si j D , ~30!
which is equivalent to replacing Ri j by Si j and Ri j ,a by Si j ,a
in the regular formulas for the interaction tensors. The par-





which was obtained by considering the interaction between
two Gaussian charge distributions with unity exponents.
III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
All calculations have been performed with the ADF pro-
gram package. The calculations of the polarizability of water
in the gas phase have been done using time-dependent DFT
as implemented in the RESPONSE code50–52 in the ADF. The
ADF program uses basis sets of Slater functions where in this
work a triple zeta valence plus polarization ~in ADF basis set
V!, here denoted TZ2P, is chosen as the basis. The basis set
is then augmented with diffuse functions giving TZ2P1,51
added s,p, and d functions or TZ2P111,53 added two s,p,d,
and f functions. The TZ2P111 basis set is expected to give
results close to the basis set limit for
~hyper-!polarizabilities.53
We also tested different xc potentials, the Local Density
Approximation ~LDA!, Becke–Lee-Yang-Parr ~BLYP!,54,55
the Becke–Perdew ~BP!,54,56 and the van Leeuwen–
Baerends ~LB94! ~Ref. 57! potentials. The BLYP and BP are
examples of typical Generalized Gradient Approximations
~GGAs! potentials, whereas the LB94 is an example of a
so-called asymptotic correct potential due to the correct Cou-
lombic decay of the potential at large distances. The water
structure we use in this work was taken from Ref. 39 and
consists of 128 rigid water molecule where one molecule, the
solute, is treated quantum mechanically. The total structure
was obtained from a MD simulation using a polarizable force
field27 and the details about the simulation can be found in
Ref. 58. The intra molecular geometry of the water mol-
ecules was that in gas phase, i.e., RO–H50.9572 Å and
/HOH5104.49°. The solute water molecule was placed in
the xz-plane with the z-axis bisecting the H–O–H angle. Re-
sults obtained using this structure will be references as ‘‘liq-
uid’’ phase results. We will perform one QM/MM calculation
and therefore the molecular properties will not be averaged
over different solvent configurations. However, the choice of
this particular water structure allows for a direct comparison
with results obtained from a similar model within a ~multi-
configurational! Self-Consistent-Field/Molecular Mechanics
~MC-SCF/MM! ~Ref. 59! or a Coupled Cluster/Molecular
Mechanics ~CC/MM! ~Ref. 58! approach. Therefore, it is
possible to make a detailed comparison between wave func-




We investigated six different models for representing the
solvent molecules using atomic parameters in three nonpo-
larizable and three polarizable models. The atomic param-
eters used in the different models are given in Table I along
with the molecular dipole moment and polarizability which
they reproduce. The first two nonpolarizable models, i.e.,
charge only models, where obtained by using different ways
of partitioning the electronic charge distribution into atomic
charges. The first charge model, MUL, is obtained using the
Mulliken population analysis and the second charge model,
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VDD, using the so-called Voronoi deformation density
method, for a descriptions of the partitioning schemes, see
Ref. 47. The last charge model, SPC, is adopted from Ref. 27
and is identical to the charge model used in the reference
works of Refs. 58 and 59. The point charges in model SPC
have been chosen to reproduce the experimental gas phase
dipole moment of 1.85 D for the SPC water geometry,27
however, since we use a different geometry for water the
dipole moment will be slightly larger here. The atomic po-
larizabilities used in the three polarizable solvent models
were all obtained using Thole’s model, i.e., Eq. ~14!, for
reproducing the molecular polarizability. The screening pa-
rameter, a52.1304, used in all three models was taken from
Ref. 44. The screening parameter together with atomic model
polarizability parameters were obtained by fitting to the ex-
perimental mean polarizability of 52 molecules. The model
using these atomic polarizability parameters will be denoted
Thole-S~tandard!. In the second model, Thole-I~sotropic!, the
atomic polarizability parameters where chosen to reproduce
the isotropic mean polarizability of 9.718 a.u. used in the
reference works.58,59 In the third model, Thole-A~nisotropic!,
the atomic polarizability was chosen so as to reproduce the
full molecular polarizability tensor of water calculated using
CCSD~T! which was taken from Ref. 60. The results for the
dipole and quadrupole moments for water in the gas phase
and in the ‘‘liquid’’ phase and also the induced dipole mo-
ment, Dm , in going from the gas phase to the ‘‘liquid’’ phase
using the six different solvent models are presented in Table
II. We only present results for the diagonal components of
the quadrupole moment although off-diagonal elements are
present due to the structure of the water cluster. However,
these off-diagonal elements will become zero when averaged
over more water configurations. The results using the nonpo-
larizable solvent models shows that a 10% change in the
atomic parameters, the difference between MUL and SPC,
also gives a 10% change in the induced dipole moment. Es-
pecially, the VVD charges underestimate the induced dipole
moment and illustrates the problem using only point charges
without including higher order moments in some way. There-
fore, it is important to chose the atomic charges so that they
give a good dipole moment and maybe even reasonable
higher order moments. However, for water it is not possible
to accurately reproduce both dipole moment and higher order
moments using only atomic point charges. We will therefore
adopt the SPC model as starting point for the polarizable
models. From the results in Table II it is seen that including
the polarization of the solvent molecules increases the dipole
moment and quadrupole moment of the ‘‘liquid phase’’ and
therefore it is very important to include this polarization,
especially for the dipole moment. This has also been found
in previous studies using wave function methods.35,58 Com-
paring the three different polarization models we see that
there is no difference between Thole-I and Thole-A. There-
fore, for water, the effect of distributing the polarizability
into atomic contributions is negligible due to the small po-
larizability anisotropy of the water molecule. In general it is
expected that a distributed polarizability approach will give
better results than an approach using only a ~anisotropic!
polarizability located at a single site, especially as the size of
the solvent molecule increases.61 However, as seen from the
differences in the results using Thole-S and Thole-A it is
important when using distributed polarizability that also the
anisotropy is accounted for correctly. In the rest of our work
we will use the Thole-A solvent model since it is found that
the differences between this solvent model and the one used
in the reference work is negligible.
B. Basis sets
In Table III we present results for the dipole moment and
TABLE I. Atomic parameters for the different solvent models in atomic
units and the molecular dipole moment, m , mean polarizability, a¯ , and
polarizability anisotropy, Da , modeled by the atomic parameters. Dipole
moment in Debye and mean polarizability and polarizability anisotropy in
atomic units. The mean polarizability is defined as a¯ 5(axx1ayy1azz)/3
and the polarizability anisotropy as Da5(1/2)1/2@(axx2ayy)21(axx
2azz)21(azz2ayy)2#1/2.
Model qH qO aH aO m a¯ Da
MUL 0.3040 20.6080 0 0 1.71 0 0
VDD 0.1370 20.2740 0 0 0.77 0 0
SPC 0.3345 20.6690 0 0 1.88 0 0
Thole-S 0.3345 20.6690 2.7929 5.7494 1.88 10.06 4.32
Thole-I 0.3345 2 0.6690 0 9.7180 1.88 9.72 0
Thole-A 0.3345 20.6690 0.0690 9.3005 1.88 9.62 0.51
TABLE II. Dipole and quadrupole moments of water in the gas phase and in
the ‘‘liquid phase’’ and the induced dipole moment, Dm in going from the
gas phase to the ‘‘liquid phase’’ using different charge and polarization
models. Dipole and induced dipole moments in Debye and quadrupole mo-
ment in atomic units. All calculations have been made with LDA and the
TZ2P basis set.
Model m Dm Qxx Qyy Qzz
Vacuum 1.86 {{{ 1.83 21.91 0.08
Without polarization
MUL 2.34 0.48 1.97 22.09 0.12
VDD 2.08 0.22 1.90 21.99 0.10
SPC 2.39 0.53 1.98 22.10 0.12
With polarization
Thole-S 2.69 0.83 2.05 22.16 0.11
Thole-I/Thole-A 2.58 0.72 2.04 22.17 0.13
TABLE III. Dipole moment, quadrupole moment, and mean polarizability
for water in the gas phase and dipole moment, induced dipole moment and
quadrupole moment for water in ‘‘liquid phase’’ using the Thole-A solvent
model and different basis sets. Dipole and induced dipole moment in Debye.
Quadrupole moment and mean polarizability in atomic units.
Basis set m Dm Qxx Qyy Qzz a¯
Gas phase
TZ2P 1.86 {{{ 1.84 -1.91 0.08 8.50
TZ2P1 1.87 {{{ 1.83 21.90 0.07 10.47
TZ2P111 1.86 {{{ 1.84 21.91 0.07 10.55
‘‘Liquid’’ phase
TZ2P 2.58 0.72 2.04 22.17 0.13
TZ2P1 2.68 0.81 2.07 22.17 0.10
TZ2P111 2.69 0.83 2.08 22.19 0.11
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quadrupole moment both in the gas phase and in the ‘‘liquid’’
phase using the TZ2P, TZ2P1, and TZ2P111 basis sets.
The static mean polarizability in the gas phase is also shown.
In the gas phase the dipole moment and quadrupole moment
is converged already using the TZ2P basis set. For the polar-
izability the inclusion of extra diffuse functions are needed in
order to achieve accurate results. We see that the inclusion of
the first order field induced polarization ~FIP! functions of
Zeiss et al.62 in basis set TZ2P1 gives a mean polarizability
in good agreement with the result using the very large basis
set TZ2P111.
In the ‘‘liquid’’ phase the dipole moment is increased
considerably by including diffuse functions in the basis set,
whereas the basis set effects on the quadrupole moment are
negligible. The Dm is increased by 12.5% using TZ2P1 and
by 15% using TZ2P111 compared with the TZ2P basis set.
The changes in the Dm with the basis sets are in good agree-
ment with the changes in the gas phase polarizability. There-
fore, for calculating the dipole moment in the liquid phase
the inclusion of additional diffuse basis functions, normally
associated with calculations of the gas phase polarizability,
are required for obtaining good results. This has also been
observed in a previous study63 using a mean field QM/MM
approach at the Hartree–Fock level of theory.
C. xc-potentials
Table IV shows the dipole moment, quadrupole moment,
and mean polarizability of water in the gas phase and dipole
moment, induced dipole moment and quadrupole moment in
the ‘‘liquid’’ phase calculated using different xc-potentials.
The results are compared with results obtained for the same
water structure using a aug-cc-pVTZ basis set and a
CCSD/MM ~Ref. 58! approach. In the gas phase the two
GGA potentials, BLYP and BP, give identical results for di-
pole and quadrupole moments and compared with LDA
slightly lower values. There is very good agreement between
the LDA results and the CCSD results for both dipole and
quadrupole moments. For a series of small molecules it has
been shown that LDA predicts good dipole and quadrupole
moments compared with experimental results, especially for
the water molecule.64,65 The use of an asymptotic correct
functional, LB94, increases the dipole moment and lowers
the quadrupole moment compared with LDA and made the
agreement with the CCSD results less good. For the mean
polarizability BLYP gives a larger value, 10.82 a.u., and BP
a smaller value, 10.20 a.u., compared with the LDA results
of 10.47 a.u. but all values are still larger than the CCSD~T!
results of 9.62 a.u. The LB94 results of 9.14 a.u. is much
lower than the LDA results and in better agreement with the
CCSD~T! result. The shifts in the dipole and quadrupole mo-
ment in going from the gas phase to the ‘‘liquid’’ phase pre-
dicted using LDA or one of the GGA potentials are almost
identical. The ‘‘liquid’’ phase dipole and quadrupole mo-
ments predicted with the GGA’s are slightly lower than the
LDA results and the differences are identical with the differ-
ences found in the gas phase. The solvent shifts for dipole
and quadrupole moments predicted with LB94 are smaller
than the shifts found using LDA, in agreement with the
smaller gas phase polarizability found with LB94 compared
with LDA. The ‘‘liquid’’ phase dipole moment found with
LB94 compares well with the LDA value but the quadrupole
moment is smaller. Also in the ‘‘liquid’’ phase there is a very
good agreement between the LDA results and the
CCSD/MM results. Since the induced dipole moment corre-
lates well with the gas phase polarizability it indicates that to
get a good description of the dipole moment in the liquid
phase the gas phase dipole moment and polarizability must
also be properly described.
D. Comparison of theoretical predictions for dipole
and quadrupole moments in liquid phase
A comparison between some continuum and discrete
models for calculating the dipole and quadrupole moments
of ‘‘liquid’’ water is presented in Table V. The continuum
models are the CCSD/D.C. model ~Ref. 58! and the LDA/
COSMO model66 and the discrete models are the CCSD/MM
and HF/MM models from Ref. 58 and the LDA/DRF model
from this work. In all models the same geometry of the water
molecules is used and in all discrete models also the same
solvent structure is used. From the results in Table V we see
that using a continuum model the dipole and quadrupole mo-
TABLE IV. Dipole moment, quadrupole moment, and mean polarizability
for water in the gas phase and dipole moment, induced dipole moment and
quadrupole moment for water in ‘‘liquid phase’’ using the Thole-A solvent
model, TZ2P1, and different xc-potentials. Dipole and induced dipole mo-
ment in Debye. Quadrupole moment and mean polarizability in atomic
units.
Method m Dm Qxx Qyy Qzz a¯
Gas phase
LDA 1.87 {{{ 1.83 21.90 0.07 10.47
BLYP 1.81 {{{ 1.79 21.85 0.06 10.82
BP 1.81 {{{ 1.80 21.86 0.06 10.20
LB94 1.97 {{{ 1.72 21.81 0.09 9.14
CCSDa 1.85 {{{ 1.82 21.90 0.08 {{{
‘‘Liquid’’ phase
LDA 2.68 0.81 2.07 22.17 0.10
BLYP 2.63 0.82 2.04 22.13 0.09
BP 2.63 0.82 2.04 22.13 0.09
LB94 2.65 0.68 1.93 22.04 0.11
CCSD/MMa 2.71 0.86 2.08 22.16 0.08
aResults using a aug-cc-pVTZ basis set taken from Ref. 58.
TABLE V. Comparison of continuum and discrete models for the prediction
of the dipole and quadrupole moments of water in the liquid phase. Dipole
and induced dipole moments in Debye. Quadrupole moment in atomic units.
Method m Dm Qxx Qyy Qzz
Continuum model
LDA/COSMOa 2.26 0.39 1.92 22.04 0.13
CCSD/D.C.b 2.19 0.34 1.91 22.09 0.13
Discrete model
LDA/DRF 2.68 0.81 2.07 22.17 0.10
HF/MMc 2.77 0.79 2.19 22.01 20.18
CCSD/MMc 2.71 0.86 2.08 22.16 0.08
aDielectric constant e578.8 and RH51.44 Å and RO51.80 Å.
bDielectric continuum model using a aug-cc-pVTZ basis set taken from
Ref. 58.
cResults using a aug-cc-pVTZ basis set taken from Ref. 58.
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ments of the liquid phase are underestimated compared with
the discrete models. The induced dipole moment predicted
with the continuum models are a factor of 2 smaller than the
results from the continuum model. The agreement between
the LDA results and the CCSD results are very good both
using the continuum model and the discrete model. Com-
pared with the HF/MM results we find that the LDA/DRF
results are in much better agreement with the CCSD/MM
results.
There has been put a lot of effort into predicting the
average dipole moment of liquid water since there is no way
of determining this directly from experiment, although a re-
cent experimental study67 of liquid water using neutron dif-
fraction predicts a dipole moment of 2.960.6 D. The aver-
age dipole moment of liquid water estimated using the
experimental static dielectric constant is about 2.6 D.68,69
The most commonly accepted value for the dipole moment
of liquid water is 2.6 D ~Ref. 70! arising from an induction
model study on ice Ih. However, this study has been repeated
recently using more accurate input parameters giving an av-
erage dipole moment of 3.1 D.71 The latter value is in good
agreement with an ab initio MD simulation of liquid water
using maximally localized Wannier functions for describing
the molecular charge distribution.72,73 A different ab initio
MD simulation of liquid water where the molecular charge
distribution is defined using Bader’s zero flux surface gives a
smaller average dipole moment of 2.5 D.22 They also re-
ported results for the average dipole moment of ice Ih and
found that it is considerably larger than the liquid phase re-
sults. The dependency of the molecular results on the parti-
tioning of the charge distribution was clearly shown in a first
principle study on ice Ih,20 where the average dipole moment
varied between 2.3 and 3.1 D dependent on the partitioning
scheme. This study also showed that the dipole moment ob-
tained using Bader’s zero flux surface was smaller than the
results predicted with the accurate induction model. To sum-
marize, we believe that the dipole moment of liquid water is
smaller than found in ice Ih, therefore 3.1 D is most likely an
upper limit. Furthermore, since Bader’s zero flux surface un-
derestimates the dipole moment in ice Ih, 2.5 D is probably a
lower limit for the average dipole moment in liquid water.
Our result for the dipole moment of liquid water of
2.68 D is in good agreement with previously reported
studies35,58,59,74–76 and also within the above suggested
limits.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have presented theory and implementa-
tion of a discrete reaction field model within density func-
tional theory. The model combines a quantum mechanical
description at the DFT level of theory of the solute and a
classical description of the discrete solvent molecules. The
solvent molecules are described using atomic point charges
for representing the permanent electronic charge distribution
and atomic polarizabilities for describing the solvent polar-
ization arising from many-body interactions. All atomic pa-
rameters have been chosen to reproduce molecular gas phase
properties, i.e., the atomic charges reproduces the molecular
gas phase dipole moment and the atomic polarizabilities re-
produce the molecular gas phase polarizability tensor using
Thole’s model for distributed polarizabilities. The model was
tested using a water cluster of 128 water molecules taken
from a previous study using a similar solvent model but the
solute molecule was treated either at the HF or CCSD level
of theory, thereby making it possible to assess the quality of
DFT for calculating molecular properties of liquids. The re-
sults show that the inclusion of the polarization of the sol-
vent molecules is essential for an accurate prediction of liq-
uid phase properties. Also, surprisingly, a very good
agreement was found between the LDA results and the
CCSD results for both the dipole and quadrupole moments in
the liquid phase. The use of a GGA xc-potential only affected
the results slightly whereas using an asymptotic correct func-
tional affected the result more strongly and made the agree-
ment with the CCSD results less well. It was found that the
induced dipole moment correlates well with the gas phase
molecular polarizability indicating that a good xc-potential
must provide both good gas phase dipole moment and mo-
lecular polarizability in order to accurately describe the mo-
lecular properties in the liquid phase. The results for the
dipole moment of 2.68 D are in good agreement with previ-
ous theoretical predictions and also with results based on
experimental predictions.
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